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Exigo’s selection of boxing gloves cover all aspects of boxing 
and are constructed with high-quality materials for long-lasting 
use and protection. Whether it’s gloves for in the ring, or pad 
and bag work, we have a fit for you. Select from either lace up 
or hook and loop, with a large choice of sizes and colours.

BOXING GLOVES04   

BOXING GLOVES 

EXIGO UK

VENTILATION
Our gloves are crafted with high quality materials and foam to 
absorb impact and provide premium protection. 

PREMIUM PROTECTION GRIP BAR
Our gloves feature a lightweight grip bar which sits between the 
fingers and the palm to provide additional support and comfort.

Perforated holes allow air to flow through the glove to keep 
your hands cool as well as helping the gloves to dry.

TUCKED THUMB
A selection of our gloves are available with lace up fastening. 
A traditional lace up glove offers a secure and close fit but will 
require the assistant of a coach to lace them up.

LACE UP FASTENING HOOK & LOOP FASTENING
Many of our gloves feature hook and loop fastening. 
Hook and loop gloves provide a good fit and are quicker 
and easier to put on, adjust, and take off during training.

Our gloves ensure the thumb is tucked behind the padding of 
the knuckles so that the thumb is not exposed to getting hit 
or catching the opponent directly in the eye.

BOXING GLOVES
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EXIGO PRO FIGHT GLOVES
WHITE / BLACK / REd

BOXING GLOVES

The Exigo Pro Fight Gloves are made with durable cowhide leather and double stitching for 
long lasting performance. They combine high quality materials with exceptional design to 
create a superior fight glove. Traditional lace up fastening along with premium soft lining 
ensures a secure and comfortable fit while optimal padding and a tucked thumb provides 
great protection. The 3-tone thumb showcases a professional look and feel. 

8oz: BOX-6100  |  10oz: BOX-6105  |  10oz XL: BOX-6110 
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The Exigo Pro Fight Gloves are made with durable cowhide leather and double stitching for 
long lasting performance. They combine high quality materials with exceptional design to 
create a superior fight glove. Traditional lace up fastening along with premium soft lining 
ensures a secure and comfortable fit while optimal padding and a tucked thumb provides 
great protection. The 3-tone thumb showcases a professional look and feel. 

EXIGO PRO FIGHT GLOVES
SILVER / BLACK / WHITE

8oz: BOX-6115  |  10oz: BOX-6120  |  10oz XL: BOX-6125 

BOXING GLOVES
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The Exigo Elite Sparring Laced Gloves are made with durable cowhide leather and reinforced 
double stitching for long lasting performance at the highest level. These training gloves are 
perfect for an elite boxer and suitable for all training purposes. Traditional lace up fastening 
along with premium soft lining ensures a secure and comfortable fit while exceptional 
padding with three panel wrist support and a tucked thumb provides great protection. 

EXIGO ELITE SPARRING LACED GLOVES
BLACK / SILVER

12oz: BOX-6185  |  14oz: BOX-6190  |  16oz: BOX-6195 

BOXING GLOVES
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The Exigo Elite Sparring Gloves are made with durable cowhide leather and reinforced 
double stitching for long lasting performance at the highest level. These training gloves 
are perfect for an elite boxer and suitable for all training purposes. The contoured hook 
and loop strap along with premium soft lining ensures a secure and comfortable fit while 
exceptional padding and a tucked thumb provides great protection. 

EXIGO ELITE SPARRING GLOVES
BLACK / SILVER

BOXING GLOVES

12oz: BOX-6200  |  14oz: BOX-6205  |  16oz: BOX-6210 
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The Exigo Contender Sparring Gloves are an extremely versatile glove suitable for all 
training purposes. These gloves are made with durable cowhide leather and reinforced 
double stitching to ensure long lasting performance. A premium soft touch lining 
along with hook and loop fastening provides a comfortable and secure fit. 

EXIGO CONTENDER SPARRING GLOVES
BLACK

12oz: BOX-6260  |  14oz: BOX-6265  |  16oz: BOX-6270 

BOXING GLOVES
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The Exigo Contender Sparring Gloves are an extremely versatile glove suitable for all 
training purposes. These gloves are made with durable cowhide leather and reinforced 
double stitching to ensure long lasting performance. A premium soft touch lining 
along with hook and loop fastening provides a comfortable and secure fit. 

EXIGO CONTENDER SPARRING GLOVES
REd

12oz: BOX-6230  |  14oz: BOX-6235  |  16oz: BOX-6240 

BOXING GLOVES BOXING GLOVES

The Exigo Contender Sparring Gloves are an extremely versatile glove suitable for all 
training purposes. These gloves are made with durable cowhide leather and reinforced 
double stitching to ensure long lasting performance. A premium soft touch lining 
along with hook and loop fastening provides a comfortable and secure fit. 

EXIGO CONTENDER SPARRING GLOVES
BLUE

12oz: BOX-6245  |  14oz: BOX-6250  |  16oz: BOX-6255 
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The Exigo Select Training Gloves are made with high quality artificial leather and 
are suitable for pad and bag work. They feature hook and loop fastening for a 
comfortable fit and to make them easier to put on, adjust, and take off during 
training. With junior sizes available these training gloves are ideal to start you on 
your boxing journey. 

EXIGO SELECT TRAINING GLOVES
WHITE

6oz JNR: BOX-6280  |  8oz JNR: BOX-6281  |  10oz: BOX-6282  |  12oz: BOX-6283 

BOXING GLOVES

The Exigo Select Training Gloves are made with high quality artificial leather and 
are suitable for pad and bag work. They feature hook and loop fastening for a 
comfortable fit and to make them easier to put on, adjust, and take off during 
training. With junior sizes available these training gloves are ideal to start you on 
your boxing journey. 

EXIGO SELECT TRAINING GLOVES
BLACK

6oz JNR: BOX-6274  |  8oz JNR: BOX-6275  |  10oz: BOX-6276  |  12oz: BOX-6277 

BOXING GLOVES
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The Exigo Select Training Gloves are made with high quality artificial leather and 
are suitable for pad and bag work. They feature hook and loop fastening for a 
comfortable fit and to make them easier to put on, adjust, and take off during 
training. With junior sizes available these training gloves are ideal to start you on 
your boxing journey. 

EXIGO SELECT TRAINING GLOVES
BLACK / WHITE

6oz JNR: BOX-6285  |  8oz JNR: BOX-6286  |  10oz: BOX-6287  |  12oz: BOX-6288 

BOXING GLOVES

Enhance your boxing workout with the Exigo Select Bag Mitts. They are made with a 
high-quality artificial leather and feature a breathable mesh palm. An elastic strap 
ensures a good fit and makes them easier to put on and remove during training.

EXIGO SELECT BAG MITTS
BLACK

S/M: BOX-6290  |  L/XL: BOX-6295

BOXING GLOVES
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Exigo’s protective equipment includes sparring essentials 
such as headguards and abdominal guards made with 
durable materials designed to absorb impact and reduce 
the risk of injury during training. 

PROTECTION
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PROTECTION

The Exigo Elite Abdo Guard is made with durable cowhide leather and delivers all 
round kidney and low blow protection. This abdo guard is shaped to provide you 
with unrestricted mobility and features hook and loop rear fastening with elastic 
leg straps for a comfortable and secure fit.

The Exigo Elite Groin Guard is made with durable cowhide leather and provides 
protection from low blows. This lightweight and flexible groin guard ensures 
unrestricted mobility and features hook and loop rear fastening, along with an 
elastic waist band and leg straps for a comfortable and secure fit. 

EXIGO ELITE ABDO GUARD EXIGO ELITE GROIN GUARD
S/M: BOX-6470  |  L/XL: BOX-6475 S/M: BOX-6490  |  L/XL: BOX-6495
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The Exigo Elite Headguard is made with durable cowhide leather and impact 
absorbing foam for superior protection. This headguard is shaped with cheek guards 
to provide great coverage without restricting your eyesight. It features dual hook 
and loop fastening at the rear for quick adjustments and a lace up top for a more 
adaptable and secure fit. 

EXIGO ELITE HEADGUARD
BLACK / SILVER

S/M: BOX-6370  |  L/XL: BOX-6375

PROTECTION EXIGO UK 23PROTECTION

The Exigo Elite Bar Headguard is made with durable cowhide leather and impact 
absorbing foam for superior protection. This headguard features a full bar to provide 
complete protection for the head, nose, and eyes. It features dual hook and loop 
fastening at the rear for quick adjustments and a lace up top for a more adaptable 
and secure fit. 

EXIGO ELITE BAR HEADGUARD
BLACK / SILVER

S/M: BOX-6390  |  L/XL: BOX-6395
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The Exigo 4.5m Black Hand Wraps ensure your wrists are supported and hands are 
protected during training. Made using a soft and flexible material that feature thumb 
loops and hook and loop fastening. 

The Exigo 2.5m Grey Hand Wraps are for smaller hands and ensure your wrists are 
supported and hands are protected during training. Made using a soft and flexible 
material that feature thumb loops and hook and loop fastening. 

EXIGO 4.5M BLACK HAND wRAPS EXIGO 2.5M GREy HAND wRAPS 
BOX-6410 BOX-6400

The Exigo Gum Shield provides essential in mouth protection during sparring or fight 
night and is available in adult and junior sizes. Simply boil and bite to mould the gum 
shield to your mouth for a secure fit. Supplied with a case for storage and transport. 

The Exigo Gum Shield provides essential in mouth protection during sparring or fight 
night and is available in adult and junior sizes. Simply boil and bite to mould the gum 
shield to your mouth for a secure fit. Supplied with a case for storage and transport. 

EXIGO BLACK / ORANGE GUM SHIELD EXIGO BLACK / yELLOw GUM SHIELD
JUNIOR: BOX-6500  |  ADULT: BOX-6505 JUNIOR: BOX-6510  |  ADULT: BOX-6515

PROTECTION
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Exigo’s choice of coaching equipment is essential to 
any trainer. Whether its focus pads, punch paddles or 
body protectors, Exigo strives to help you deliver high 
performance training sessions safely.

COACHING

COACHING

EXIGO UK

The Exigo Elite Coach Sparring Gloves will raise the level of your pad sessions and 
help you emulate real fight situations with your boxer. Get to work on your boxers’ 
defensive movements and specific opponent styles in addition to regular combination 
drills you would do with traditional focus pads. These coach spar gloves are made 
with durable cowhide leather and feature a padded palm with a target area and an 
attached thumb for additional safety. Dual hook and loop straps ensure a secure fit.

EXIGO ELITE COACH SPARRING GLOVES
BOX-6323

COACHING
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The Exigo Select Curved Focus Pads offer shaping and a dome palm grip to suit natural 
hand alignment. These pads are made with high quality artificial leather and are 
extremely light. They feature padded wrist support and a breathable cover to protect 
your fingertips. An adjustable hook and loop strap ensures a secure and comfortable fit. 

EXIGO SELECT CURVED FOCUS PADS
BOX-6300

EXIGO ELITE CURVED FOCUS PADS

The Exigo Elite Curved Focus Pads offer shaping and a dome palm grip to suit natural 
hand alignment. These pads are made with durable cowhide leather and are extremely 
light. They feature padded wrist support and a breathable cover to protect your 
fingertips. An adjustable hook and loop strap ensures a secure and comfortable fit.

BOX-6315

COACHING

The Exigo Elite Punchers Pads are thicker pads to absorb the punches of your heavy 
hitters. These pads are made with durable cowhide leather and are extremely light. 
They feature a cover to protect your fingertips and an adjustable hook and loop strap 
to ensure a secure and comfortable fit.

The Exigo Elite Punch Paddles allow quick target changes to help you improve your 
boxers’ reflexes, hand speed and accuracy. These lightweight paddles are made with 
a strong core and durable cowhide leather and feature wrist loops for added security.

EXIGO ELITE PUNCHERS PADS EXIGO ELITE PUNCH PADDLES
BOX-6320 BOX-6325

COACHING
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The Exigo Elite Punch Shield is made with durable cowhide leather and is a great 
training tool for helping you improve your fighter’s power and endurance. This 
punch pad is light in weight for easy manoeuvrability and features side handles 
for a secure grip. 

The Exigo Select Belly Protector is made from high quality artificial leather with 
a thick padded interior and is extremely light and durable. This belly protector 
features targets on the front and sides and is shaped to provide you with 
unrestricted mobility. A simple buckle attachment at the rear secures it in place 
and makes it easy to put on or take off. 

EXIGO ELITE PUNCH SHIELD EXIGO SELECT BELLy PROTECTOR
BOX-6327 BOX-6435

COACHING
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The Exigo Elite Body Protector is ideal for those heavy body workouts and will help 
you push your boxer to the next level. It features targets on the front and sides and 
will protect you from even the heaviest of hitters. This body protector features fully 
adjustable straps to ensure a secure and comfortable fit and is shaped to provide you 
with unrestricted mobility. Made with durable cowhide leather and a thick padded 
interior with impact absorbing foam and air pockets for ultimate resilience.

EXIGO ELITE BODy PROTECTOR
BOX-6430

COACHING EXIGO UK 33COACHING
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Exigo’s range of PU and leather punch bags have been 
specifically selected and designed to provide a solution 
for all types of combat training and techniques. From 
our traditional straight bags to our more specialist 
bags such as uppercut bags and maize balls, you will 
easily find a punch bag perfect for improving your 
power, speed, stamina, or accuracy. 

PUNCH BAGS 

PUNCH BAGS
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MULTI-BOLTED HANGING STRAPS HIDDEN ZIPS

Our Elite Leather Punch Bags are made from tough buffalo leather with a quilted 
foam interior to make sure they keep their shape over time. 

ELITE LEATHER PUNCH BAGS
All our punch bags feature multi-bolted 
hanging straps for ultimate strength and 
durability. 

The top of the bag is fully covered to ensure 
the zip is not exposed but is still easily 
accessible to modify the bag fill.

SELECT PU PUNCH BAGS
Our Select PU Punch Bags are a cheaper alternative that look like leather but 
are still extremely durable.

PUNCH BAGS
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The Exigo Elite 1.2m (4ft) Straight Punch Bag is made from tough buffalo leather 
with a quilted foam interior to help the bag retain its shape over time. This bag is 
pre-filled weighing approximately 40kg with the top fully covered so the zip is not 
exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double stitched and multi-bolted 
straps and is supplied with an elite chain set for hanging the bag. Suitable for home 
or commercial use. 

EXIGO ELITE LEATHER 1.2M (4FT) 
STRAIGHT PUNCH BAG (35CM / 14’’ DIA)
BOX-5050

The Exigo Elite 1m (3’3’’) Heavy XL Punch Bag is perfect for a heavy hitter and is 
made from tough buffalo leather with a quilted foam interior to help the bag retain 
its shape over time. This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 40kg with the top 
fully covered so the zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double 
stitched and multi-bolted straps and is supplied with an elite chain set for hanging 
the bag. Suitable for home or commercial use. 

EXIGO ELITE LEATHER 1M (3’ 3’’)  
HEAVy XL PUNCH BAG (45CM / 18’’ DIA)
BOX-5055

The Exigo Elite 1.5m (5ft) Heavy XXL Punch Bag is our heaviest bag and is made from 
tough buffalo leather with a quilted foam interior to help retain its shape over time. 
This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 55kg with the top fully covered so the 
zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double stitched and multi-
bolted straps and is supplied with an elite chain set for hanging the bag. Suitable for 
home or commercial use. 

EXIGO ELITE LEATHER 1.5M (5FT)  
HEAVy XXL PUNCH BAG (45CM / 18’’ DIA)
BOX-5060

PUNCH BAGS

The Exigo Elite 1m (3’3’’) Angle Punch Bag is made from tough buffalo leather and 
is a more specialist bag to work on a variety of different punches and combinations. 
This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 35kg with the top fully covered so the 
zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double stitched and multi-
bolted straps and is supplied with an elite chain set for hanging the bag. Suitable for 
home or commercial use. 

EXIGO ELITE LEATHER 1M (3’ 3’’) 
ANGLE PUNCH BAG (50CM / 20’’ DIA)
BOX-5065

The Exigo Elite Wreckin Ball is made from tough buffalo leather and provides a 
unique shape that allows you to throw various shots but is extremely good for 
working on hooks and uppercuts. This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 35kg 
with the top fully covered so the zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. 
Features double stitched and multi-bolted straps and is supplied with an elite chain 
set for hanging the bag. Suitable for home or commercial use. 

EXIGO ELITE LEATHER  
wRECKIN BALL
BOX-5070

The Exigo Elite Leather 3 in 1 Punch Bag is made from tough buffalo leather and 
combines the benefits of a straight punch bag, floor to ceiling ball and maize bag. 
This bag is pre-filled weighing approximately 18kg with the top fully covered so the 
zip is not exposed but is still easily accessible. Features double stitched and multi-
bolted straps and is supplied with an elite chain set for hanging the bag. Suitable for 
home or commercial use.  

EXIGO ELITE LEATHER
3 IN 1 PUNCH BAG
BOX-5075

PUNCH BAGS
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The Exigo Elite Floor to Ceiling Ball is made from high quality cowhide leather 
and is a more specialist tool perfect for improving hand eye co-ordination, timing, 
and speed. This floor to ceiling ball comes complete with rubber cord ready to be 
attached to your anchor points.  

The Exigo Elite Speedball is shaped and balanced for accurate rebounds and made 
with high quality cowhide leather and double stitched for long lasting performance. 

EXIGO ELITE FLOOR TO CEILING BALL EXIGO ELITE SPEEDBALL
BOX-5090 BOX-5097

PUNCH BAGS PUNCH BAGS EXIGO UK 39
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The Exigo Select 1m (3’ 3’’) Straight Punch Bag is made from high quality 
artificial leather and is suitable for home or commercial use. This bag is pre-filled 
weighing approximately 35kg and features multi-bolted hanging straps with 
metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU 1M (3’ 3’’)  
STRAIGHT PUNCH BAG (35CM / 14’’ DIA)
BOX-5100

The Exigo Select 1.2m (4ft) Straight Punch Bag is made from high quality 
artificial leather and is suitable for home or commercial use. This bag is pre-filled 
weighing approximately 40kg and features multi-bolted hanging straps with 
metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU 1.2M (4FT) 
STRAIGHT PUNCH BAG (35CM / 14’’ DIA)
BOX-5105

The Exigo Select 1.5m (5ft) Straight Punch Bag is made from high quality 
artificial leather and is suitable for home or commercial use. This bag is pre-filled 
weighing approximately 45kg and features multi-bolted hanging straps with 
metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU 1.5M (5FT) 
STRAIGHT PUNCH BAG (35CM / 14’’ DIA)
BOX-5110

The Exigo Select 1.8m (6ft) Straight Kick Bag is made from high quality artificial 
leather and is an ideal length for Kickboxing or Muay Thai. This bag is suitable for 
home or commercial use and is pre-filled weighing approximately 50kg with multi-
bolted hanging straps and metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU 1.8M (6FT) 
STRAIGHT KICK BAG (35CM / 14’’ DIA)
BOX-5115

PUNCH BAGS

The Exigo Select 1.2m (4ft) Heavy Punch Bag is made from high quality artificial 
leather and is perfect for a heavy hitter. This bag is suitable for home or commercial 
use and is pre-filled weighing approximately 50kg with multi-bolted hanging 
straps and metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU 1.2M (4FT) 
HEAVy PUNCH BAG (45CM / 18’’ DIA)
BOX-5120

The Exigo Select 1m (3’ 3’’) Angle Punch Bag is made from high quality artificial leather and 
is a more specialist bag to work on a variety of different punches and combinations. This 
bag is suitable for home or commercial use and is pre-filled weighing approximately 35kg 
with multi-bolted hanging straps and metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU 1M (3’ 3’’) 
ANGLE PUNCH BAG (50CM / 20’’ DIA)
BOX-5125

The Exigo Select Maize Bag is made from high quality artificial leather and is great 
for working on footwork, movement, and various punches. This bag is suitable for 
home or commercial use and is pre-filled weighing approximately 20kg with multi-
bolted hanging straps and metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU  
MAIZE BAG 
BOX-5127

The Exigo Select 3 in 1 Punch Bag is made from high quality artificial leather and 
combines the benefits of a straight punch bag, floor to ce-iling ball and maize bag. This 
bag is suitable for home or commercial use and is pre-filled weighing approximately 
18kg with multi-bolted hanging straps and metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU 
3 IN 1 PUNCH BAG
BOX-5130
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The Exigo Select Barrel Punch Bag is made from high quality artificial leather and 
is specifically designed for working on uppercuts. This bag is suitable for home or 
commercial use and is pre-filled weighing approximately 35kg with multi-bolted 
hanging straps and metal d rings for extra durability.

EXIGO SELECT PU BARREL 
PUNCH BAG (35CM / 14’’ DIA)
BOX-5135

PUNCH BAGS EXIGO UK 43PUNCH BAGS
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Exigo manufacture a range of elite punch bag brackets, 
accompanied by a selection of chains, swivels and more 
to provide fixing solutions for all types of punch bags. 
Our bag brackets are made in our UK factory and backed 
by our industry leading warranties.

BAG BRACKETS

The Exigo 3ft Folding Bracket can hold punch bags up to 50kg in weight and can 
be folded flat against the wall when not in use. This bag bracket is suitable for 
commercial use and is ideal for any boxing club or home gym.

EXIGO 3FT FOLDING BAG BRACKET
7140-1

BAG BRACKETS
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EXIGO ELITE BAG BRACKET

The Exigo Elite Bag Bracket is able to hold any punch bag in our range, designed for 
commercial use and ideal for any boxing club or home gym. With a 1.25 metre reach 
to the center of the punch bag, this bracket doesn’t restrict your footwork and allows 
you to work 360 degrees around the bag.

The Exigo Retractable Punch Bag Bracket is a revolutionary design that simply allows 
you to the push the punch bag flat to the wall using a rail system to free up crucial 
floor space. With a 1 metre distance to the centre of the bag this bracket creates an 
area that allows you to work around the bag.

EXIGO RETRACTABLE BAG BRACKET
7147-1 7148-1

PUNCH BAG BRACKETS

The Exigo 2ft Fixed Bag Bracket has been designed for commercial use and is ideal 
for any boxing club or home gym. With a 2ft reach to the center of the bag. this 
bracket holds the punch bag close to wall to save space but allows the user to work 
around the front of bag.

The Exigo 3ft Fixed Bag Bracket has been designed for commercial use and is ideal 
for any boxing club or home gym. With a 3ft reach to the center of the bag, this 
bracket allows the user to work around the punch bag.

EXIGO 2FT FIXED BAG BRACKET EXIGO 3FT FIXED BAG BRACKET
7150-1 7155-1

PUNCH BAG BRACKETS
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The Exigo Elite 3 Punch Bag Chain Set can hold bags 
of any weight but is suitable for punch bags with 3 
attachment points. This heavy-duty chain features quick 
links for attaching your punch bag easily and securely and 
a stainless steel swivel attachment for smooth rotation.

EXIGO ELITE 3  
PUNCH BAG CHAIN SET  
BOX-4012

The Exigo Elite 4 Punch Bag Chain Set can hold bags 
of any weight but is suitable for punch bags with 4 
attachment points. This heavy-duty chain features quick 
links for attaching your punch bag easily and securely and 
a stainless steel swivel attachment for smooth rotation.

EXIGO ELITE 4  
PUNCH BAG CHAIN SET 
BOX-4015

The Exigo Elite 6 Punch Bag Chain Set can hold bags 
of any weight but is suitable for punch bags with 6 
attachment points. This heavy-duty chain features quick 
links for attaching your punch bag easily and securely and 
a stainless steel swivel attachment for smooth rotation. 

EXIGO ELITE 6 
PUNCH BAG CHAIN SET 
BOX-4020

The Exigo 10mm Swivel Attachment is made from stainless steel and is ideal 
for attaching any punch bag straps or chains. This swivel provides smooth and 
seamless punch bag rotation. 

EXIGO 10MM SwIVEL 
ATTACHMENT
BOX-4025

The Exigo Heavy duty Floor/Ceiling Hook is manufactured in our own UK factory 
and can be used as either an anchor bracket for a floor to ceiling ball or a solid 
hanging point for a punch bag. This product is secured in place with multiple 
fixing points and can hold up to 200kg in weight depending on the ceiling. 
Supported by a lifetime warranty.

EXIGO HEAVy DUTy  
FLOOR/CEILING HOOK
7165-1

PUNCH BAG BRACKETS
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Exigo offer a fixed or height adjustable speedball platform 
available with or without a swivel. Our platforms are made with 
a 30mm thick wooden board and 6mm thick supporting plate 
that improves stability and removes vibration to provide a good 
rebound for the speedball.

SPEEDBALL PLATFORMS INC SwIVEL: 7060-1  |  EXC SwIVEL: 7060-1-EX

EXIGO ELITE ADJUSTABLE  
SPEEDBALL PLATFORM

The Exigo Elite Adjustable Speedball Platform is made in our UK factory and offers 10 
height adjustments over 225mm with numeric indicators for quick and easy reference. 
This product is secured to a solid wall/surface with 5 fixing points to ensure it will never 
fail and is supported by a commercial lifetime warranty on the main frame.

The Exigo Elite Fixed Speedball Platform is made in our UK factory and is ideal 
for any boxing club, commercial facility, or home gym. It is secured to a solid 
wall/surface with 5 fixing points to ensure it will never fail and is supported by a 
commercial lifetime warranty on the main frame.

EXIGO ELITE FIXED  
SPEEDBALL PLATFORM
INC SwIVEL: 7070-1  |  EXC SwIVEL: 7070-1-EX

SPEEDBALL PLATFORMS
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Exigo manufactures a fantastic range of boxing rings suitable 
for gyms of all sizes and level. The product range includes, Floor 
Rings, Mounted Floor Rings, Training Rings, Competition Rings 
and AIBA Tournament Rings.

BOXING RINGS

BOXING RINGS

COLOUR CODED FRAME
As well as traditional red, white and blue, we are able to customise your boxing ring to match your brand.  
Choose the colour of the canvas, skirts, ropes, corner pads and even the corner posts.

COLOUR OPTIONS
The ring frame work is colour coded to make assembly even easier.

CUSTOM BRANDING
Add your club, sponsor or organisation logo to the canvas, skirts and corner pads.
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Exigo Training Rings are an exceptional addition to any boxing club or gym. Our training 
rings are available in multiple sizes, but all have a 12’’ (300mm) platform to provide 
quick and easy access into the ring. They come with taped ropes as standard but 
padded ropes and tensioner covers can be added for a more professional look and feel.  

The ring framework consists of precision cut and colour coded parts to make assembly 
quick and simple. 25mm thick boards create the ring floor which are then overlayed 
with a choice of 15mm foam underlay or 20mm jigsaw mats and topped with a durable 
canvas. Our premium M16 turn buckles will ensure your ropes remain tight and secure 
during use and over time. 

In addition, you can add your club / sponsor branding to the canvas, side skirts, and 
corner pads along with choosing the colour of the canvas and skirts, ropes, corner pads 
and posts.

12FT (10FT INSIDE): 7220-1

14FT (12FT INSIDE): 7221-1 

16FT (14FT INSIDE): 7225-1 

18FT (16FT INSIDE): 7230-1

20FT (18FT INSIDE): 7231-1

EXIGO TRAINING RINGS (12’’ PLATFORM)

BOXING RINGS BOXING RINGS

EXIGO COMPETITION RINGS (36’’ PLATFORM)
Exigo Competition Rings are suitable for events but are also an exceptional addition 
to any boxing club or gym. Our competition rings are available in multiple sizes, but all 
have a 36’’ high platform. They come with taped ropes as standard but padded ropes 
and tensioner covers can be added for a more professional look and feel.   

The ring framework consists of precision cut and colour coded parts to make assembly 
quick and simple. 25mm thick boards create the ring floor which are then overlayed 
with a choice of 15mm foam underlay or 20mm jigsaw mats and topped with a durable 
canvas. Our premium M16 turn buckles will ensure your ropes remain tight and secure 
during use and over time. 

In addition, you can add your club / sponsor branding to the canvas, side skirts, and 
corner pads along with choosing the colour of the canvas and skirts, ropes, corner pads 
and posts.

16FT (14FT INSIDE): 7235-1 FIXEd 

18FT (16FT INSIDE): 7240-1 FIXEd

20FT (18FT INSIDE): 7245-1 FIXEd
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EXIGO SPLIT-LEVEL COMPETITION RINGS (12’’ - 36’’ PLATFORM)

BOXING RINGS

Exigo Split-Level Competition Rings are exceptional addition to any boxing club or gym 
as they can be adjusted in height for different purposes. Our split-level competition 
rings are available in multiple sizes and the platform height can be set at either 12’’ 
or 36’’ high. They come with taped ropes as standard but padded ropes and tensioner 
covers can be added for a more professional look and feel.     

The ring framework consists of precision cut and colour coded parts to make assembly 
quick and simple. 25mm thick boards create the ring floor which are then overlayed 
with a choice of 15mm foam underlay or 20mm jigsaw mats and topped with a durable 
canvas. Our premium M16 turn buckles will ensure your ropes remain tight and secure 
during use and over time. 

In addition, you can add your club / sponsor branding to the canvas, side skirts, and 
corner pads along with choosing the colour of the canvas and skirts, ropes, corner pads 
and posts.

16FT (14FT INSIDE): 7236-1 SPLIT

18FT (16FT INSIDE): 7241-1 SPLIT

20FT (18FT INSIDE): 7246-1 SPLIT

BOXING RINGS

EXIGO AIBA TOURNAMENT RINGS (1M PLATFORM)
Exigo AIBA Tournaments Rings are made to ABAE specifications and include 3 steps 
and 2 stools. Our AIBA tournaments rings are available in multiple sizes, but all have a 
1m high platform. They come with padded ropes and tensioner covers as standard.  

The ring framework consists of precision cut and colour coded parts to make assembly 
quick and simple. 25mm thick boards create the ring floor which are then overlayed 
with a choice of 15mm foam underlay or 20mm jigsaw mats and topped with a durable 
canvas. Our premium M16 turn buckles will ensure your ropes remain tight and secure 
during use and over time. 

In addition, you can add your club / sponsor branding to the canvas, side skirts, and 
corner pads along with choosing the colour of the canvas and skirts, ropes, corner pads 
and posts.

19FT (16FT INSIDE): 7246-1 

21FT (18FT INSIDE): 7250-1

23FT (20FT INSIDE): 7255-1

24FT (20FT INSIDE): 7256-1

25.6FT (20FT INSIDE): 7257-1
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EXIGO FLOOR RINGS
The Exigo Floor Ring is ideal for a boxing club or gym without the need for a raised 
platform. Our floor rings come complete with a heavy gauge steel frame and are 
available in multiple sizes with the choice of jigsaw mats, canvas and underlay, or 
without flooring if preferred. Taped ropes comes as standard but padded ropes and 
tensioner covers can be added for a more professional look and feel.     

In addition, you can add your club / sponsor branding to the canvas (if applicable) and 
corner pads, along with choosing the colour of the canvas (if applicable), ropes, corner 
pads and framework.

EXIGO MOUNTED FLOOR RINGS
The Exigo Mounted Floor Ring is ideal for a boxing club or gym with a low ceiling 
height or without the need for a raised platform, but it must be fixed to a solid floor. 
Our mounted floor rings are available in multiple sizes with the choice of jigsaw mats, 
canvas and underlay, or without flooring if preferred. They come with taped ropes as 
standard but padded ropes and tensioner covers can be added for a more professional 
look and feel.     

In addition, you can add your club / sponsor branding to the canvas (if applicable) and 
corner pads, along with choosing the colour of the canvas (if applicable), ropes, corner 
pads and framework.

12FT (10FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7205

14FT (12FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7206

16FT (14FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7207

18FT (16FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7208

20FT (18FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7209

12FT (10FT INSIDE) 16 JIGSAw MATS: 7205/1

14FT (12FT INSIDE) 16 JIGSAw MATS: 7206/1

16FT (14FT INSIDE) 25 JIGSAw MATS: 7207/1

18FT (16FT INSIDE) 25 JIGSAw MATS: 7208/1

20FT (18FT INSIDE) 36 JIGSAw MATS: 7209/1

12FT (10FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7205/2

14FT (12FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7206/2

16FT (14FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7207/2

18FT (16FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7208/2

20FT (18FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7209/2

12FT (10FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7190 

14FT (12FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7195

16FT (14FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7200

18FT (16FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7201

20FT (18FT INSIDE) wITHOUT FLOORING: 7202

12FT (10FT INSIDE) 16 JIGSAw MATS: 7190/1 

14FT (12FT INSIDE) 16 JIGSAw MATS: 7195/1

16FT (14FT INSIDE) 25 JIGSAw MATS: 7200/1

18FT (16FT INSIDE) 25 JIGSAw MATS: 7201/1

20FT (18FT INSIDE) 36 JIGSAw MATS: 7202/1

12FT (10FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7190/2

14FT (12FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7195/2

16FT (14FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7200/1

18FT (16FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7201/1

20FT (18FT INSIDE) CANVAS & UNDERLAy: 7202/1

BOXING RINGS BOXING RINGS
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Combining the ever increasing popularity of HIIT training with 
the solid traditional elements of boxing training, Exigo Combat 
Rigs create a hybrid fitness experience.

COMBAT RIGS

The Exigo Single Combat Station is a modular bag frame capable of holding 
any type or size of punch bag available. This space efficient solution is 
fully expandable and can be used as a single bag stand or used to create an 
individualised set up to suit your facility requirements, simply join multiple 
stations with a connecting arm to create an endless row of punch bags. This 
combat station is made with 80mm thick box section that is fully commercial 
with a lifetime warranty but must be fixed to a solid floor. A great solution for 
boxing clubs or facilities looking to create a combat area. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags and more. 

FULLy EXPANDABLE: A fully modular solution allowing you to create an 
individualised set up that can expand as your facility or group sessions increase.

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

EXIGO SINGLE 
COMBAT STATION
CBR-1090

PLEASE NOTE.

FLOOR FIXED

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid floor (direct to concrete) using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

MULTIPLE
STATIONS

COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO SINGLE COMBAT STATION  
(CBR-1090)

1115 x 300 x 2514
(44 x 12 x 99)

Add 1260mm to the width 
for every additional station

Main Frame
Lifetime

Additional stations, attachments and accessories shown are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

SINGLE COMBAT STATION  
CONNECTING ARM

Used to connect multiple stations together. 
 

CBR-1091

SINGLE COMBAT STATION  
PULL UP BAR

Creates a pull up station between combat stations.

CBR-1092

COMBAT RIGS

BASE UNIT
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The Exigo 2M X200 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 4 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing 
clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a small combat area. In 
addition, our optional functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT 
training with traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

4-8 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 4 users as standard or up to 8 users 
with additional attachments. 

EXIGO 2M X200  
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1000

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X200 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1000)

2215 x 2215 x 2435
(88 x 88 x 96)

4-8
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

The Exigo 2M X250 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 8 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. An ideal solution for boxing 
clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a combat area. In addition, 
our optional functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with 
traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG PLACEMENT: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around 
each bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

8-14 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 8 users as standard or up to 14 users 
with additional attachments. 

EXIGO 2M X250 
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1005

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X250 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1005)

3932 x 2215 x 2435
(155 x 88 x 96)

8-14
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine, Suspension Bars, Monkey Bar Runs, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only and 
are not included with the Base Unit.
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The Exigo 2M X400 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 7 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing 
clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a combat area. In addition, 
our optional functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with 
traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

EXIGO 2M X400  
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1010

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X400 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1010)

4170 x 2215 x 2435
(165 x 88 x 96)

7-13
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG PLACEMENT: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around 
each bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

7-13 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 7 users as standard or up to 13 users 
with additional attachments. 
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The Exigo 2M X600 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 11 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. An ideal solution for boxing 
clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a large combat area. In 
addition, our optional functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT 
training with traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

EXIGO 2M X600  
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1015

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X600 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1015)

5892 x 2215 x 2435
(232 x 88 x 96)

11-19
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Target Board, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop 
Assembly, Landmine, Suspension Bars, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only and are 
not included with the Base Unit.

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG PLACEMENT: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around 
each bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

11-19 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 11 users as standard or up to 19 
users with additional attachments. 

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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The Exigo 3M X300 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 8 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing 
clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a combat area. In addition, 
our optional functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with 
traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

EXIGO 3M X300  
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1020

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X300 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1020)

3215 x 3215 x 2435
(127 x 127 x 96)

8-13
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.
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HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG PLACEMENT: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around 
each bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

8-13 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 8 users as standard or up to 13 users 
with additional attachments. 

The Exigo 3M X350 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 12 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing 
clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a large combat area. In 
addition, our optional functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT 
training with traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

EXIGO 3M X350  
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1025

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X350 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1025)

4932 x 3215 x 2435
(195 x 127 x 96)

12-19
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine, Suspension Bars, Monkey Bar Runs, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only and 
are not included with the Base Unit.
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HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG PLACEMENT: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around 
each bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

12-19 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 12 users as standard or up to 19 
users with additional attachments. 

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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The Exigo 3M X600 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 14 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for large 
boxing clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a serious combat 
area. In addition, our optional functional attachments will combine elements of 
HIIT training with traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

EXIGO 3M X600  
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1030

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X600 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1030)

6255 x 3215 x 2435
(247 x 127 x 96)

14-22
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.
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HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG PLACEMENT: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around 
each bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

14-22 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 14 users as standard or up to 22 
users with additional attachments. 

The Exigo 3M X800 Combat Rig has been designed to hold up to 18 punch bags 
of any shape or size while still providing optimal working space around each 
bag. This bag frame is made with heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights 
making it fully commercial with a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for large 
boxing clubs or even commercial facilities looking to create a serious combat 
area. In addition, our optional functional attachments will combine elements of 
HIIT training with traditional boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

EXIGO 3M X800  
COMBAT RIG
CBR-1035

PLEASE NOTE.

FREE STANDING

BASE UNIT

wARNING: We recommend fitting this frame to a solid floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X800 COMBAT RIG  
(CBR-1035)

7892 x 3215 x 2435
(311 x 127 x 96)

18-28
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine, Suspension Bars, Monkey Bar Runs, Olympic Bars and Weight Plates are for demonstration purposes only 
and are not included with the Base Unit.
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HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG PLACEMENT: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around 
each bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

PROTECT yOUR wALLS: An ideal option for your punch bags if you want to avoid 
damaging your walls or your walls aren’t strong enough.

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame to match 
your club or organisation’s branding. The primary colour is applied to the main frame 
and the secondary colour is applied to moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

18-28 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 18 users as standard or up to 28 
users with additional attachments. 

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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The Exigo 2M X200 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 1 punch 
bag of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a small combat area. In addition, our optional 
functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional 
boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

3 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 3 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 2M X200  
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1040

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X200 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1040)

934 x 2215 x 2478
(37 x 88 x 98)

3
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

The Exigo 2M X250 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 3 punch 
bags of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a small combat area. In addition, our optional 
functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional 
boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

5 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 5 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 2M X250 
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1045

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X250 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1045)

934 x 3920 x 2478
(37 x 155 x 98)

5
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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The Exigo 2M X400 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 2 punch 
bags of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a combat area. In addition, our optional functional 
attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional boxing to 
create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

5 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 5 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 2M X400  
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1050

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X400 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1050)

934 x 4175 x 2478
(37 x 165 x 98)

5
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

The Exigo 2M X600 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 4 punch 
bags of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a combat area. In addition, our optional functional 
attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional boxing to 
create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

7 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 7 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 2M X600 
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1055

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 2M X600 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1055)

934 x 5880 x 2478
(37 x 232 x 98)

7
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Target Board, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop 
Assembly, Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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The Exigo 3M X300 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 2 punch 
bags of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a small combat area. In addition, our optional 
functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional 
boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

4 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 4 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 3M X300  
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1060

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X300 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1060)

934 x 3215 x 2478
(37 x 127 x 98)

4
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

The Exigo 3M X350 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 4 punch 
bags of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a small combat area. In addition, our optional 
functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional 
boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

6 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 6 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 3M X350 
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1065

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X350 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1065)

934 x 4920 x 2478
(37 x 194 x 98)

6
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Target Board, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop 
Assembly, Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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The Exigo 3M X600 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 4 punch 
bags of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a combat area. In addition, our optional functional 
attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional boxing to 
create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

7 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 7 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 3M X600  
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1070

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X600 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1070)

934 x 6175 x 2478
(37 x 244 x 98)

7
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop Assembly, 
Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

The Exigo 3M X800 Combat Wall Rig has been designed to hold up to 6 punch 
bags of any shape or size while providing optimal training space. This bag frame 
is secured to the wall to help make better use of floor space and is made with 
heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick steel uprights making it fully commercial with 
a lifetime warranty. A perfect solution for boxing clubs or even commercial 
facilities looking to create a large combat area. In addition, our optional 
functional attachments will combine elements of HIIT training with traditional 
boxing to create a hybrid fitness experience. 

HOLDS ANy BAG: This frame is able to hold any standard or heavy punch bag along 
with specialist bags such as angle bags, maize bags, floor to ceiling balls and more. 

BAG SPACE: This frame is designed to provide optimal working space around each 
bag and station to allow users to train safely. 

COLOUR OPTIONS: Choose a primary and secondary colour for your frame. The 
primary colour is applied to the main frame and the secondary colour is applied to 
moving parts or joining sections. 

80X80X3 BOX SECTION: Heavy duty 80x80x3mm thick square laser cut steel 
uprights backed by an industry leading Lifetime Warranty. 

9 USERS: This frame can accommodate up to 9 users working simultaneously with 
additional attachments. 

EXIGO 3M X800 
COMBAT wALL RIG
CBR-1075

PLEASE NOTE.

wALL FIXED

BASE UNIT

wARNING: This frame must be fitted to a solid wall and floor using appropriate fixings.

BASE UNIT
(SKU)

DIMENSIONS L x w x H 
mm (inch)

USERS
COMMERCIAL
wARRANTy

EXIGO 3M X800 COMBAT wALL RIG  
(CBR-1075)

934 x 7880 x 2478
(37 x 311 x 98)

9
Main Frame

Lifetime

Attachments and accessories shown; Punch Bags, Rope Pull, Target Board, Bar Storage, dip Attachment, Single Loop 
Assembly, Landmine and Olympic Bars are for demonstration purposes only and are not included with the Base Unit.

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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Choose the primary colour of your rig, 
this is applied to the the main frame 
such as the uprights. 

BLACK 
9005

wHITE
9016

yELLOw TEXTURE
1021

ORANGE 
2004

IODINE 
MW630E

TELEMAGENTA 
4010

BLUE TEXTURE 
5002

yELLOw
1021

SLATE GREy 
MWOO9E

SILVER
MW109d

PURPLE 
4006

RED 
3002

LIME
383C

GREEN
6018

In addition to our standard frame colours, we’re able to match your 
existing equipment or specific RAL/Pantone colour. 

COLOUR MATCH EXISTING EQUIPMENT 

STANDARD FRAME COLOURS 

Choos a primary and seconday colour from our range of standard 
frame colours below. Custom colours are available on request.

COMBAT RIG COLOUR OPTIONS 

BLUE 
5002

LIGHT BLUE
5012

BLACK TEXTURE 
9005

THORIUM 
MW332E

RED TEXTURE 
3002

ORANGE TEXTURE
2004

TEXTURED FRAME COLOURS 

1 PRIMARy COLOUR
Choose the secondary colour of your rig, 
this is applied to connecting sections, 
attachments and grip points.

2 SECONDARy COLOUR

2

1

CHIN UP ATTACHMENT
CBR-1135

DIP ATTACHMENT

Used to perform dips and leg raises.

CBR-1110

LANDMINE

A must have attachment for rotational exercises and presses.

RA-3005

ADJUSTABLE SPEEDBALL PLATFORM
CBR-1140

3M SUSPENSION POINT
CBR-1125

2M SUSPENSION POINT

CHIN UP BAR

SINGLE LOOP ASSEMBLyBAR STORAGE

ROPE PULL

A versatile cardiovascular attachment. Rope not included.

CBR-1105

CBR-1120

TARGET BOARD

3M MONKEy BAR RUN

Used to conveniently store an Olympic Bar. Provides an anchor point for battle ropes. Provides a target for medicine ball throws. 

RA-3000 RA-3015

CBR-1115

RA-3005

CBR-1130

COMBAT RIGS COMBAT RIGS
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BOXING EQUIPMENT.All Exigo products are warrantied to be free from defects in materials 
and workmanship. Exigo warrants to the original purchaser of all 
new equipment purchased from an Exigo authorized dealer or from 
an Exigo manufacturing contractor or directly from Exigo, that these 
products be warrantied under normal use and used in a manner in 
which the product(s) was specifically designed for, used as intended 
and in areas designed suitable for that use and service. The shipping 
of parts replaced or product replaced under warranty to be  
determined by Exigo. Parts replaced under warranty carry the  
original remaining warranty period or 90 days whichever is longer.

wARRANTy

Strength, Selectorized, Plate Loaded, Olympic Stations, Strength 
and conditioning / Storage, Functional Range and Attachments.

GENERAL wARRANTIES.

Main Frame, Structural Steel and Welds.

Boxing Ring, Main Frame

LIFETIME wARRANTy.

FIVE yEAR wARRANTy.

Linear Bearings, Linear Shafts , Bronze Bushings, Sealed Rotating 
Bearings and Pulley Wheel, Top Plate, Weight Plates, Selector Shaft, 
Weight Stack Guide Rods and Pulley Wheel Housings. Lifting Rack 
Attachments, Functional Rig Attachments and all Rack  
Attachments in Olympic Series.

Canvas Skirts, Corner Pads , All Consumables, 
Steel Works (Brackets)

TwO yEAR wARRANTy.

ONE yEAR wARRANTy.

Spring Loaded Pins, Selector Pin Cables and Cable Parts, Handles, 
End Caps, Rubber lifting Mats (within Integrated Lifting Platforms, 
Rubber Surface Tiles, Oak Centres and Lifting Platform Underboards 
and all other components not mentioned elsewhere in this warranty.

Punch Bags , Gloves & Mitts, Ring Boards, Ropes, Tensioners

ONE yEAR wARRANTy.

180 DAy wARRANTy.

Normal parts of wear including but not limited to Labels, 
Upholstered Pads, Excluding Wear, Wraps and Embroidery.

Underlay

180 DAy wARRANTy.

90 DAy wARRANTy.

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT.

Main Frame, Structural Steel and Welds (excluding coatings) 
against structural failure due to corrosion or defects in work-
manship

FIVE yEAR wARRANTy.

Linear Bearings, Linear Shafts , Bronze Bushings

ONE yEAR wARRANTy.

Spring Loaded Pins, Selector Pin Cables and Cable Parts, 
Handles, End Caps

90 DAy wARRANTy.

Normal parts of wear including but not limited to Labels, 
Upholstered Pads, Excluding Wear, Wraps and Embroidery.

30 DAy wARRANTy.

Exigo have no liability nor shall this limited warranty apply with 
respect to: 

EXCLUSIONS, OMISSIONS & INDEMNITy.

Exgo shall not be liable for any special, incidental contingent, 
consequential damages or otherwise arising out of or in
connection with a claim for any economic losses including but 
not limited to damage of loss of property or equipment and 
loss profits and revenue , loss of goodwill or reputation, 
anticipated or otherwise. Exigo aggregate liability for loss or 
damage shall in any event be limited to a sum equal to the 
amount paid for the products in one instance.

Exigo reserve the right under any claim to repair or replace the 
product as they deem fit and may elect.

Products not manufactured by Exigo or by an authorized 
Exigo manufacturing contractor.
Products which have been altered without express written 
consent from Exigo
Products purchased other than directly from Exigo or 
through an authorized Exigo dealer
defective coatings caused by environmental conditions 
including but not limited to climate conditions, cleaning 
materials and lubricants not specified by Exigo and 
moisture or humidity including perspiration.
The defect occurs as a result of use other than fair wear 
and tear, wilful or negligent damage or the use of the  
product other than the purpose for which it is intended.
Products not maintained in compliance with Exigo  
specifications shown in the relevant owner’s manual and 
on product labels. Unreadable or altered serial tag.
Mounting surface or substrate mounting of Exigo wall 
mounted units, sections or attachments. Exigo is expressly
indemnified against selection of; or use of fixings for wall 
units or attachment to or fixing to inappropriate or 
inadequate surface mounting points.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Main Frame limited to 3 year warranty.

LIMITED wARRANTy.

wARRANTy
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